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Humans have marvelled at the fit of form and function, the way organisms’
traits seem remarkably suited to their lifestyles and ecologies. While natural
selection provides the scientific basis for the fit of form and function, Darwin
found certain adaptations vexing or particularly intriguing: sex ratios, sexual
selection and altruism. The logic behind these adaptations resides in
frequency-dependent selection where the value of a given heritable phenotype
(i.e. strategy) to an individual depends upon the strategies of others. Game
theory is a branch of mathematics that is uniquely suited to solving such
puzzles. While game theoretic thinking enters into Darwin’s arguments and
those of evolutionists through much of the twentieth century, the tools of evolutionary game theory were not available to Darwin or most evolutionists until
the 1970s, and its full scope has only unfolded in the last three decades. As a
consequence, game theory is applied and appreciated rather spottily. Game
theory not only applies to matrix games and social games, it also applies to
speciation, macroevolution and perhaps even to cancer. I assert that life and
natural selection are a game, and that game theory is the appropriate logic
for framing and understanding adaptations. Its scope can include behaviours
within species, state-dependent strategies (such as male, female and so much
more), speciation and coevolution, and expands beyond microevolution to
macroevolution. Game theory clarifies aspects of ecological and evolutionary
stability in ways useful to understanding eco-evolutionary dynamics, niche
construction and ecosystem engineering. In short, I would like to think that
Darwin would have found game theory uniquely useful for his theory of
natural selection. Let us see why this is so.
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1. Introduction
Prior Darwin Reports provide excellent syntheses on evolutionary medicine, Red
Queen evolution and the modern synthesis [1 –3]. Only the first mentions game
theory and none mentions evolutionarily stable strategies (ESS). The omission
of evolutionary game theory from discussions of evolution may have several
sources. Is there a lack of interest or training? Is it seen as irrelevant or inapplicable? Many may be unaware of its full scope. Here I shall take the perspective
that life and natural selection are a game; and that game theory is uniquely
suited to provide the conceptual framework for understanding the adaptations
produced by natural selection. Had he known of it, I think Darwin would have
embraced game theory.
Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural selection requires three ingredients.
First, there must be heritable variation. Like begets like, but with ‘mistakes’.
Second, there must be a struggle for existence [4]. Populations have the capacity
to grow exponentially under ideal conditions, yet limits to growth ensure they
do not [5]. Third, heritable variation influences the struggle. Some heritable
phenotypes (i.e. strategies) beat others in the struggle [6].
Here, I shall advocate game theory for understanding and modelling natural
selection. All that follows can and should be considered as arguable. My goal is
to be informative, and sometimes provocative. Mostly my goal is to stimulate
enthusiasm, discourse and research towards better understanding of natural
selection. I am an evolutionary ecologist interested in studying the interactions
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Natural selection comes in three flavours: density-independent,
density-dependent and frequency-dependent. The last is
the most exciting, perhaps most important and certainly the
most perplexing to Darwin and students of natural selection.
From population and quantitative genetic models of selection,
we know that density-independent selection favours the
strategy that maximizes population growth rate, densitydependent selection favours the strategy that maximizes the
equilibrium population size [9], and frequency-dependent
selection maximizes—well it does not seem to maximize
much of anything!
Game theory is well suited for frequency-dependent selection. Drawing from Darwin’s postulates, individuals have
expected fitnesses ( per capita growth rates), which we can
denote as G(v, u, x). This expected fitness is a function of the
focal individual’s strategy, v, the strategies of others in
the population, u ¼ (u1, . . . , un), and the population sizes (or
densities) of the different extant strategies, x ¼ (x1, . . . , xn).
The strategies of u are drawn from some set of evolutionarily
feasible strategies. A matrix game occurs when the strategy
set is finite and discrete; a continuous trait game has a strategy
set that may be continuous and even multi-dimensional for
vector-valued traits. When a game occurs within species or
populations, the extant strategies, u, can represent available
behavioural choices to the individuals or heritable polymorphisms. As a game of coevolution and speciation, the strategies, u,
represent different species. In all cases, the individual’s fitness
is a function of its strategy, v, the strategies of others, u, and
their population sizes, x. It is a game because the best strategy
for an individual probably depends on the strategies of others.
The fitness generating function, G, is so called because it
becomes the fitness function for individuals using strategy ui
when ui is substituted for the focal individual’s strategy v. The fitness generating function imagines n  1 different strategies
present in the population. Depending on the context, the different
ui values represent polymorphisms within a species or they represent different species. Students of game theory will recognize G
as invader fitness from adaptive dynamics—an important and
widely used subset of evolutionary game theory from which
many of the most significant results have emanated.
The fitness generating function models both the ecological dynamics of changes in population size (dxi/dt ¼
xiG(v,u,x)v¼ui) and the evolutionary dynamics of changes
in strategy value (dui/dt ¼ k(dG/dv)v¼ui) [10]. The fitness
gradient, dG/dv, evaluated at v ¼ ui, determines whether an
individual using strategy ui can improve its fitness by unilaterally increasing or decreasing its strategy. By altering
assumptions regarding sources of heritable variation, the relative rates of ecological and evolutionary dynamics, and

3. Solution concepts
Levins’s [23] concept of the adaptive function and fitness sets
anticipates game theory as he explored conditions favouring
a single generalist or two specialist species. Then came
the ESS [24]. It began with matrix games [25] and grew to
embrace games with continuously varying strategies, such as
body size [26–29]. The 1980s saw the development of the
G-function [22,30,31]. The 1990s saw adaptive dynamics [15],
with exceptionally clear insights into the multiple facets of
evolutionary stability [32]. This century has seen extensions
into the coevolution of ecological communities [33,34],
structured populations [35], games on networks and
graphs [36,37], and other forms of agent-based modelling
[38]. While these developments have spawned a Babel
of terms and minutiae [39], they reveal distinct facets of
evolutionary stability, including ESS, convergence stability
and neighbourhood invasion strategy.
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2. The imperative for viewing natural selection
as a game

continuous versus a finite number of strategies, one can connect this evolutionary dynamic to extensions of Fisher’s
fundamental theorem of natural selection [11,12], Breeder’s
equation [13], the canonical equation of adaptive dynamics
[14–18] and replicator dynamics [19–21].
Natural selection is density-independent if the strategies of
others and their population sizes do not influence fitness: dG/
dui ¼ 0 and dG/dxi ¼ 0. The fitness of an individual is based
solely on its strategy, v. More broadly, natural selection can be
seen as density-independent if the selection gradient, dG/dv,
is independent of the strategies of others and their population
sizes: d2G/dvdui ¼ 0 and d2G/dvdxi ¼ 0. Others’ strategies
and their population sizes may influence fitness, but they
neither influence the evolutionary dynamics nor the adaptation
that results from natural selection. Density-independent selection results in a single best strategy; a strategy, v ¼ u*, that
maximizes fitness, G, independent of u and x.
Density-dependent selection occurs when both fitness
and the fitness gradient are functions of xi, d2G/dvdxi is
non-zero. Yet the influence of population size on fitness
and on the fitness gradient is independent of the strategies
in the population: d2G/dvdui ¼ 0 and d2G/duidxi ¼ 0.
Under this formulation, there is a single strategy that will
be the adaptation, and this strategy, v ¼ u*, will maximize
the equilibrium population size, x* [22].
Fitness is frequency-dependent when changing strategy
values or strategy frequencies changes fitness (dG/dui and
dG/dpi are non-zero), and strongly frequency-dependent
when changing the strategies of others changes the fitness
gradient and hence what is adaptive to the individual:
d2G/dvdui is non-zero. Such frequency dependence makes
evolution a true game. Adaptations no longer must maximize
anything at the population level. What is adaptive may now
permit the coexistence of strategies within a species or the
coexistence of species within a community. Adaptations are
strategies that maximize fitness given the circumstances,
where the circumstances include the strategies of others.
Frequency dependence lets natural selection become the
source and driver of diversity. In the last 40 years, theorists
have identified the intertwined solution concepts of evolutionary game theory and, by extension, those of natural selection.
Through game theory, Darwin would probably have seen the
logic behind essentially all adaptations in nature!
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of organisms with their environment through their adaptations. I am naturally inclined towards eco-evolutionary
dynamics [7], where one simultaneously considers strategy
dynamics, population dynamics and environmental feedbacks
[8]. This essay shall unfold through the following sections:
(i) the imperative for viewing natural selection as a game,
(ii) solution concepts, (iii) evolution of anisogamy, sexes and
sex ratios, (iv) sexual selection, (v) ecosystem engineering and
niche construction, (vi) macroevolution, and (vii) cancer.
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Figure 1. Three aspects of evolutionary stability. All panels show configurations of the adaptive landscape (fitness, G, plotted against the strategy of the focal
individual, v, for some population value of the strategy, u, shown as the red dot on a given landscape). On each landscape, the population’s strategy yields a fitness
of G ¼ 0, indicating that the population is at its equilibrium population size, x*. Panels (a – c) all show a case where a strategy is an ESS and a peak of the adaptive
landscape. In (a), the ESS is both convergent stable and NIS; in (b) it is convergent stable but not NIS; and in (c), the ESS is not convergent stable or NIS. Panel (d )
shows a strategy that has evolved to a minimum of the adaptive landscape that is convergent stable and NIS.

(a) Evolutionarily stable strategies
An ESS is a strategy (or set of strategies) that cannot be
invaded by rare alternative strategies [40]. It views adaptations as the best trait values given the circumstances. At
the ESS, no individual can gain by unilaterally changing its
strategy. Thus, an ESS must be a no-regret Nash solution
[41,42]. Understanding the Nash properties of adaptations
would have been useful to Darwin when treating evolutionary conundrums fraught with frequency-dependence. Few
textbooks or reviews of adaptations [43] and natural selection
[44] make the connections between adaptations, Nash and
ESS. In terms of the adaptive landscape (a plot of G versus
v) [45], the ESS appear as peaks when the population is at
its ESS (figure 1a –c). This is the ESS maximum principle
[22,46]. Strategies that satisfy G ¼ 0 (ecological equilibrium)
and dG/dv ¼ 0 (evolutionary equilibrium) when v ¼ ui can
be minima or maxima of the adaptive landscape. Does
natural selection actually drive populations to such strategies?

(b) Convergence stability
A peak (or valley!) of the adaptive landscape is convergent
stable if populations with strategies near the peak will
evolve towards the peak (figure 1a,b). The fact that an ESS
might not be convergent stable was noted very early via replicator dynamics operating in a rock –scissors –paper game

[40]. Peaks on the adaptive landscape may not be convergent
stable, and hence may be unattainable by natural selection
(figure 1c). Curiously, minima of the adaptive landscape
can be convergent stable [47] and have been termed evolutionarily stable minima [48], or evolutionary branching points [49].
Darwin lacked a mechanism for speciation driven strictly
by natural selection. Game theory shows us how a single
species can evolve up its adaptive landscape until it resides
at a convergent stable minimum (figure 1d). As a point of disruptive selection, an asexual or a sexual species (with a dose
of assortative mating!) might diverge into two daughter
species evolving away from this minima [50 –52]. Cool! This
mechanism, adaptive speciation or competitive speciation [53],
is just entering our lexicon, textbooks and empirical investigations. Yet such speciation or branching from successive
minima can, in theory, give rise to whole phylogenies in a
manner wholly consistent with adaptive radiations [34,54].
Empirical possibilities have emerged in work on sticklebacks
[55] and other examples in nature and the laboratory [56,57].

(c) Neighbourhood invader stability
A strategy has neighbourhood invader stability (NIS) if the
strategy can invade any nearby resident strategy [58]. NIS
means that when a population’s strategy is near a peak or
valley of the adaptive landscape, the strategy of the peak
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Call it the cost of males [63] or the curse of anisogamy [64], a
population of hermaphrodites (or asexuals) ought to produce
twice as many offspring as one where half the population is
male. Darwin noted the curiosity of 50 : 50 sex ratios without
offering an adaptive explanation. Game theoretic thinking
explains anisogamy (extreme size differences in ‘male’ and
‘female’ gametes), the evolution of males and females from
hermaphrodites, the 50 : 50 sex ratio, and much more. Such
adaptations need only be the best given the circumstances.
They need not serve the interests of the population or species.
Anisogamy may have resulted from a trade-off between
dispersal (small gamete) and provisioning (large gamete)
[64,65] and/or optimal resource allocation to gametes [66].
Bulmer & Parker [67] take this idea further, suggesting a
tradeoff between gamete ‘fitness’ and zygote ‘fitness’ that
becomes extreme in multicellular organisms. The production
of a very small gamete needed to fertilize a very large gamete
can be ESS.
Anisogamy creates a free-rider problem [68]. An individual
that dispenses with the production of large, expensive gametes
may be able to flood the market with small gametes. Two properties of sexual reproduction encourage free-riding. First,
the fitness payoff to an individual is the same whether through
a successful small or a successful large gamete. Second, at
the population level, total payoffs via small gametes will
equal that via large gametes. Thus, if a ‘male’ can more than
double its success via small gametes by dispensing with
large gametes, then it can invade a population of hermaphrodites. As males increase in frequency the payoff to
hermaphrodites via their male function may drop to insignificance. The male-hermaphrodite state may be invadable by

5. Sexual selection
Separate sexes ensure the evolution of sex-specific behavioural, morphological and physiological traits. The respective
aims of quantity of matings versus quality of matings
become an inevitable consequence of males, females and
anisogamy. Yet ecological circumstance, along with vectorvalued strategies of mate choice, mate competition, parental
care and resource acquisition, has nature exhibiting a panoply
of mating strategies such as run-away selection for male (and
sometimes female) adornments, and lekking behaviours that
allow males to cater to female choice. Females may seek
resources of food, safety and parental care from males.
Males and females may compete in intersexual or intrasexual
contests. Different mating strategies may diversify within
males and females as a within and between gender ESS.
The more frequently seen roles of males providing little or
less parental investment becomes inverted in many species.
It seems that just about anything goes at the ESS, depending
on the circumstances. Yet game theory would posit that in
each case the potentially outlandish and counter-productive
traits seen in mating games serve to maximize fitness given
the circumstances. The mating strategies of others may be
the primary circumstance!
Darwin [76] posed the problem of sexual selection as
perhaps distinct form natural selection, yet the distinction
disappears when its solution lies in game theory [77].
While not always explicitly game theoretic, models of Fisherian run-away selection [78,79], advantages to females of
selecting gaudy males and the handicap principle [80] all
aim to explain the adaptiveness of otherwise counterintuitive
traits. What is clear is that sexual selection is not separate
from but rather a subset of natural selection. Sexual selection
studies mating behaviours as adaptations. The emerging field
of social selection [81], despite protestations, is not a substitute
for sexual selection, but rather a valuable expansion that
studies how sexuality and mating behaviours take on
expanded roles beyond simply procreation [64].
Is there an exceptionalism to sexual selection? Yes, but in
underappreciated ways. There are two features that render it
a highly constrained and fascinating evolutionary game.
First, gender-specific traits and gender itself are conditional
strategies. The actual strategy is ‘if female then _____ and if
male then _____’. The strategy itself is quite androgynous.
Female- and male-specific strategies are actually a subset of
state dependencies. State dependencies can include the age,
stage or energy state of a forager. For example, a hungry
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4. Anisogamy, evolution of separate sexes
and sex ratios

females. At this new ESS, females and males are not unlike
producer–scrounger games [69].
Because the collective payoff to males equals that to
females, the Fisherian [11] sex ratio becomes the expected
ESS of outbreeding populations. A mother should invest
equally in female and male offspring. If the cost of offspring
are equal, then the ESS has a 50 : 50 sex ratio. If females cost
twice as much, then a 33 : 66 female : male ratio becomes the
ESS. Charnov [70] provides superb treatments on the evolution of sex ratios and sexes. Mysteries (and many would
have seemed so to Darwin) become solved as adaptations
in response to frequency-dependent selection. A solved
mystery includes the highly skewed sex ratios of fig wasps
[71 –73], parasitoid wasps [74] and sawflies [75].
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can successfully invade the population. Who cares?! Imagine a
convergent stable ESS that is not NIS (figure 1c). Because the
ESS cannot invade the population’s strategy, Darwinian
dynamics will evolve the population’s strategy closer and
closer to the peak, but it can never truly get there. Evolution
towards the ESS will be slow. Alternatively, given NIS, the strategy of the convergent stable point can successfully invade the
resident strategy. Natural selection to the ESS (or convergent
stable minimum) can be rapid and near complete. The property
of NIS might resolve a conundrum for Darwin. He saw natural
selection as gradual and time consuming. Yet much empirical
evidence shows rapid evolutionary change, particularly in the
context of human-dominated landscapes [59,60].
Equally intriguing is how one last solution concept of
mutual invasibility influences non-ESS communities [32]. If
an ESS satisfies mutual invasibility, then two different strategies may be able to coexist ecologically if their strategies
lie on either side of an unoccupied peak. With evolution,
the two species with these different strategies will evolve
towards the same peak, resulting in the extinction of one or
the other. Regardless, the diversity of species that can coexist
in a non-ESS community will always be the same or higher
than that of an ESS community [61]. With human disturbance
and global climate change many ecological communities may
not be ESS. Such communities will be susceptible to invasive
species and possibly result in these ‘over-saturated’ non-ESS
communities [62].
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In search of termites and ants, aardvarks can dot the African
savannahs with large holes. These become a public good as
diverse mammals use them as dens. As ecological engineers,
organisms modify the environment in ways that alter the fitness of the same or different species [86]. This environmental
feedback creates new state variables, y, whose dynamics,
dy/dt, are influenced by u and x. The values for y then influence fitness and the G-function becomes: G(v, u, x, y). This
new dynamic component to the game, y, may be a resource
or prey species, or it may be the predator of the species
playing the evolutionary game. These y values can be
vector-valued. In some consumer–resource games, the
resource, y, may be the feedback by which others influence
the fitness of the focal individual. In exploitation competition,
the resource dynamic is influenced by the strategies and
population sizes of others (dy/dt is a function of u, x)
while the fitness of the focal individual is only influenced

7. Macroevolution and the existence of
evolutionary technologies
This speculative section asks: to what extent can evolutionary
game theory be useful for understanding macroevolution?
A G-function is not unlike the German notion of a bauplan
or body plan [88,89]. Organisms at higher taxonomic levels
(e.g. phylum) might share a distinctive set of design rules.
By its very definition, a G-function represents all individuals
that share the same set of evolutionarily feasible strategies. If
two individuals from the same G-function possess the same
strategy in the same environment then they have the same
expected fitness. In this sense, all within a G-function are
evolutionarily identical [31] even if the existing populations
(or species) possess very different strategies and ecologies.
In time, all within a G-function have evolutionary access to
their shared strategy set through recurrent mutations and/
or selection. So what constitutes a different G-function?
If evolutionary constraints are indeed hierarchical, as
suggested by many aspects of phylogenetics and morphometrics [90], then G-functions too will form hierarchies.
Different G-functions represent the deeper branch points in
phylogenies where a trait or suite of traits arises that is rather
unique or relatively irreversible. G-functions, their associated
strategy sets and their ecological potentials can be thought of
as an evolutionary technology.
In this extension of game theory, microevolution is the
repeatable and reversible evolutionary possibilities within a
G-function. Different G-functions represent relatively nonrepeatable and irreversible evolutionary changes. It seems
quite reasonable to see the cat (Felidae) and dog (Canidae)
families as different G-functions. Things like body size, limb
length and the vast majority of readily changeable traits do
not define these two families as separate—such traits for
them and for mammals as a whole could be thought of as
microevolutionary traits subject to rapid evolution in response
to selection. Rather, just a handful of traits, unique and universal to each family, renders them separate G-functions. Felids
have 28–30 teeth, canids 42. Cats have a clavicle (allowing
for bopping and lateral arm movement); dogs do not. Perhaps
those cat’s eyes also qualify (with the caveat that there is still an
extant cat species with the ancestral eye). For these two
families, this trio of macroevolutionary traits does not seem to
evolve easily or repeatably, even under strong selection.
Perhaps it would simply take more time to evolve from a
felid to a canid than from one felid to another? It has been
some 45 Myr since their last common ancestor. Perhaps the
depth of valleys separating extant species from the cat family
is simply much shallower and narrower than the valley of
some adaptive landscape that separates cats from dogs? We
may profitably define macroevolution as the evolution of traits
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6. Niche construction and ecological engineering

by its strategy and resource abundance: G(v, y). Additionally,
organisms (such as beavers building lodges and dams) may
intentionally engage in niche construction as an adaptation
[87]. In this case, dy/dt is a function of v, the strategy of
the focal individual, and natural selection may favour the
evolution of strategies that intentionally manage and modulate y. Evolutionary game theory is well suited for
modelling the feedbacks on the individual from its strategy,
the strategies of others, their population sizes and other
environmental properties.
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animal has less to lose from risking predation than a well-fed
individual [82]. Hence it may adopt riskier feeding behaviours
[83]. In state-dependent games, the solution for one group is
often making the best of a bad or a good situation. This is
not the immediate case for sexual selection where the combined payoff to males must equal the combined payoff to
females. The sex-specific strategies of females and males can
increase or decrease the size of the total pie (collective payoffs),
but the split remains 50 : 50. In a sense, intrasexual ‘competition’ must always be more intense as each male or female
strives for a larger portion of its gender’s share.
For sexual selection, the G-function takes the form of G(vf,
vm, uf, um, xf, xm) where the subscripts refer to sex-specific
strategies and population sizes. Sexual selection will seem
quite sensible and even concordant with the ‘rest’ of natural
selection when the selection gradients favour an increase in
some female or male trait, dG/dvf . 0 and dG/dvm . 0,
and the increase of this trait in the whole population also
increases fitness, dG/duf . 0 and dG/dum . 0. Overall, the
ESS allows for a more successful population that attains
a higher population density of both males and females.
This might correspond to female birds adjusting clutch size
optimally and males providing parental care.
Conversely, imagine the case of water striders [84,85].
Males aggressively guard their mates in a manner that risks
injury and predation (dG/dvm . 0; but dG/dum , 0). Females
may exacerbate the nuisance behaviour of males by foraging in
riskier habitats or by adopting expensive evasive tactics (dG/
dvf . 0; but dG/duf , 0). And the situation can even worsen
if female behaviour simply encourages more extreme male harassment behaviours (d2G/dvfdum . 0; and dG/dvmduf . 0).
The actual biology and traits may vary greatly in their appearance (witness the time and effort devoted by male and female
bower birds in constructing, maintaining and scoping out displays). Yet, any time the individual male or female is selected
upon to exaggerate a trait that when adopted by the group
impairs fitness, the traits will seem maladaptive. While appearing to be quite useless for the more practical aspects of the
struggle for existence, their roles in allowing males and females
to succeed in their respective contributions to fitness makes the
products of sexual selection very much ESS and the best given
the circumstances.
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8. Cancer as an evolutionary game
Cancer has been defined as a disease of the genes, or as a disease of unregulated proliferation. Cancer initiation requires a
sequence of unfortunate mutations. Also, cancer cells are
notable for their ability to proliferate. These two observations
suggest heritable variation and a struggle for existence
among the cancer cells. It is a small step to imagine that heritable variation influences the success of a cancer cell within
its tumour. Hence, natural selection may be a prime driver
of cancer progression and metastasis. The idea that cancer
progresses as an evolutionary process has deep roots
[97 –99]; and therapies fail to cure cancer because cancer
cells evolve resistance.
Cancer may be an evolutionary game [100,101]; and game
theory can be used to define, understand, model and hopefully
treat cancer. Most cancers represent a speciation event. A host
cell becomes, essentially, a new asexual, single-celled protist.
As yet it is difficult to pinpoint exactly when this cancer cell
lineage truly becomes its own unit of selection. Presumably,
it transitions from normal to abnormal, and eventually to
being a novel G-function within the host. This transition
requires unfortunate mutations, giving credence to ‘a disease
of the genes’. But by the time the cancer is clinically diagnosed,
the speciation event is complete, the G-function exists, and the
cancer cells are playing out a Darwinian game within their
tumour ecosystem.
The hallmarks of cancer [102] provide a checklist of cancer’s
properties. They fall nicely within a Darwinian paradigm of
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macroevolutionary processes. At the microevolutionary scale,
natural selection may quickly fill niches associated with
convergent stable ESSs. Such evolution should appear fast
and directed. At longer time scales, adaptive breakthroughs,
constraint-breaking adaptations and other macroevolutionary
traits may usher in new G-functions. Such events may be accidental and impossible to anticipate. But such events should
substantially rearrange species diversity as older G-functions
experience the extinction (or speciation) of many of their
constituent species. Not just species but whole G-functions
may exhibit fundamental and realized niche spaces. Macroevolution may be a Red Queen-like progression of new
evolutionary technologies as G-functions replace or more
likely add to the extant G-functions. This accumulation
and replacement of evolutionary technologies gives rise to
‘progress’ in the history of life.
While the above conjectures are as yet unfounded, they do
display the full scope that game theory could have provided
Darwin as he developed his theory of natural selection. It
also provides some insights into several trends in ecology.
One of these, in conservation biology, emphasizes the need
to prioritize the protection of phylogenetically distinct clades
[96]. This may amount to preserving G-functions as well as
individual species. As the last species of a particular G-function
is lost, so is its entire evolutionary technology. By contrast, the
loss of a species within a species-rich G-function does not
cancel any of nature’s evolutionary options. This accords
with a tradition of distinguishing between the coexistence of
closely related species and the study of coexistence between
distantly related taxa such as desert ants and rodents [90].
This distinction finds relevance within the context of ESSs
within and between G-functions.
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that are relatively irreversible and non-repeatable—such
evolution results in new G-functions.
If there is value to extending game theory this far, then several
research horizons emerge. What scale of taxonomy constitutes a
G-function? As a crude first cut it may be at the family level.
It seems that most species within a genus could fairly rapidly
evolve from one into the other. At the level of orders and classes,
it seems certain we are dealing with quite different evolutionary
technologies. It is difficult to imagine rapid evolution from one
order to another, or one class to another, and back again,
via just natural selection and recurrent mutation.
Being of the same or of a different G-function influences
how natural selection proceeds. The species associated with
a G-function reside on the same adaptive landscape. Those
of different G-functions reside on different landscapes.
Species diversity can emerge both within and between
evolutionary technologies. Ripa et al. [34] provide an example
of a predator –prey game where the strategies of the predators (one distinct G-function) can induce disruptive
selection and speciation on the prey (a separate G-function)
and vice versa. Starting with a single prey and predator
species, the eco-evolutionary dynamics that generate the
ESS communities produce phylogenies that show patterns
of speciation and diversification.
Two different G-functions may produce species that compete. If a novel G-function is wholly superior to an older one,
then we might see species replacements as the superior
replaces the inferior one [62]. The presence of species from
the original G-function may slow or even prevent the invasion, speciation and niche filling by species of the new
G-function—a phenomenon termed incumbent replacement
[91]. Pit vipers (e.g. rattlesnakes, sub-family Crotalinae)
found in the New World and Eastern Asia may be in the process of replacing the non-pit vipers (sub-family Viperinae)
that range through much of Asia, Europe and Africa. Pit
vipers possess heat sensory pits that provide infrared night
vision goggles. They acquired this constraint-breaking adaptation when they diverged from a non-pit viper around
18 Ma in far eastern Asia. If the replacement process follows
the model of incumbent replacement, then along their zone of
contact, as non-pit viper species go extinct, they will tend to
be replaced by pit viper species, but not vice versa.
If two competing G-functions are simply different, the
presence of the two may reduce the number of species
within each while increasing the total number of species.
In examining competition between different taxa this might
occur in the deserts of the world with respect to seed-eating
ants, birds and rodents. An intriguing and untested pattern
of diversity occurs with the families Sciuridae (mammals in
the squirrel family) and Corvidae (birds of the family with
crows, jays, magpies, etc.). The Great Lakes region of North
America has eight species of sciurids and just two species
of corvids. The UK has eight corvids and just one native
sciurid, and now the introduced eastern grey squirrel.
Sciurids beat corvids to North America [92] and corvids
beat sciurids to Europe [93]. Might evolutionary game
theory be useful or perhaps necessary to understand the
diversification and coexistence patterns both within and
between these two evolutionary technologies [94]?
This game theoretic approach to the history of life opens
several key questions. First, are most species most of the time
at or near convergent stable ESSs? If so, then one can imagine
punctuated equilibria [95] as the outcome of micro- and
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9. Concluding thoughts
Evolutionary game theory is ready to contribute to all aspects
of evolution from individual behaviours up to the history of
life. Yet these developments have come lately. They tend to
show up piecemeal and not as a coherent whole in textbooks
on evolution, ecology and animal behaviour. Morris &
Lundberg [8] provide a notable exception. Evolutionary game
theory is essential for understanding adaptations and for applying the pleasing but rather odd set of evolutionary stabilities.
As our understanding of molecular genetics, neurobiology
and phylogenetics progresses, game theory may be essential
for understanding genetics itself as an adaptation, for understanding the fit of form and function seen in neural
architectures, and for understanding the ‘tempo and mode’ of
evolution seen in phylogenies. We shall see. I do not desire
that you, the reader, agree with all (or even much!) that is written herein. I do hope it sparks interest for how game theory can
explain natural selection at all scales. Wouldn’t it be great to
know what Darwin would have made of evolutionary game
theory?
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